INTRODUCTION
WEALTH TRANSFER TECHNOLOGY
In the year 2000, shortly after my first book had been released ‐ Kingdom secrets of covenant
wealth ‐ “The fallen veil”. The Lord started to bring me into a new journey of faith and
understanding of the greater purpose and process of covenant wealth. My encounter with the
world breakthrough network in that period of my development actually helped to clarify my
understanding of the Lords dealing with me.
Snippets of those early dealings were put together in that same year in what I titled Wealth
Transfer Technology. Several years after that publication and coupled with what I had come to
appreciate in the course of the application of some of the principles outlined in the book, I
decided to update the publication and withdraw that first work from circulation (sixteen years
after).
Part of my purpose and calling is centered on bringing light to the body of Christ in the area of
Kingdom economy and market place ministry. The very nature of my spiritual tribe is defined in
preparing the kingdom saint to partake of later glory. In the light of this therefore, I am
sentenced to prepare the body of Christ for the future season when indeed the sons of light will
be wiser than the sons of this world.
Wealth Transfer Technology is a process based divine method by which the wealth of the
wicked will be turned over to the righteous. It is the Lord who gives us the power to get wealth
so he can establish the covenant cut with our fathers of faith.
The church of our Lord Jesus Christ is currently living in the continuum of what started ages
ago.
As custodian of the resources of the Lord, we have to be accurate about our relationship with
our senior partner and the application of his resources in the earth. Our focus and experience in
life is central to what the Sovereign Lord will be initiating in the earth to facilitate the
environment for wealth transfer
Every economy is built on the management of the inflow and outflow of resources, injustice
and wickedness is the utilization of the resources of someone else without deferring to the
persons interest. Christ’s parable of the unjust steward which goes on to affirm that the
children by this world are in that generation more prudent than the children of light” elicits
truth.
Indeed the church has not managed the resources of the Lord as excellently as the world has
managed to resources of the earth.
Wealth transfer technology is a wakeup call. We will excel in the earth where we become
better managers of eternal resources.

The earth is the Lord and the fullness thereof. The same earth was founded in the wisdom of
God. If we get His wisdom (eternal resource) we will get the earth resources.
“He that is faithful in that which is least is also faithful in much, he that is unjust in that which is
least is unjust also in much”.
If therefore ye have not been faithful in the unrighteous mammon, which will commit into your
trust the true riches” ‐ Luke 16:12.
It takes sight from God to discern the true nature of unrighteous mammon (money). This is
what the church lacked and it is the reason she was enslaved. Wealth transfer technology
clarifies earthly riches from covenant wealth as it repositions the saint as a better manager of
divine and earthly resource.
We cannot use the principle of the world to advance the kingdom of God. It is the dynamics of
the kingdom of God that exposes the hideous wicked principles of the world. Wealth transfer
technology will make no meaning to the worldly steward as it is driven by covenant. It is bound
to reposition our heart for a more engaging lifestyle of submission to the divine will.
This book outlines the foundation for wealth transfer by exposing the prophetic intent of the
Lord in the finalization of his purpose in the earth.
It also identifies the processes required for those who will go ahead to effectively engage the
world and come out with the spoils of the world.
Through the lifestyle of the fathers of faith, principles located in their operation will further
clarify the technology for wealth transfer.

